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Purposes of the.Seminar

1. The Seminar was convened by the secretariat of the Economic Commis

sion for Africa for countries in the Central African sub-region and in

pursuance of the recommendation made at the Seminar on Budget Planning

and Management held at Addis Ababa in October I966 (e/cN, 14/36*5).

2. The Seminar was to make it possible to review the application of

modern budgetary techniques in the sub-region,

3. It was to provide the opportunity for examining the main outlines of

what could be a new meeting for the entire continent with a view to

analysing progress achieved and enabling a more complete interchange of

experience.

4» This Seminar afforded senior officials responsible for the prepara

tion and control cf national budget, an opportunity to discuss their cur

rent problems and also to acquaint themselves with modern budgetary

techniques. In this respect, participants examined more particularly:

- 00—ordixiation jj? £L& lu-.^lopz&nt pl=ui and ths budget;

- economic and functional classification of government transactions;

- possible improvements in "budget proce&oressj

- conditions for possible application of methods of programme and

performance budgeting.

5* The Seminar did not, however, confine itself to these discussions.

It considered it necessary to situate them within the general framework

of public finances. It is for this reason that the introduction of these

activities was made by recapitulating the general features of public

finances in the African countries and a day was specially set aside for

examining problems of debt and deficit from budgetary policy standpoint*
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6. Thus the Seminar focussed its discussion on major preoccupations of

African Governments while paying attention to the budget problems

specially assigned to it. It aimed at emphasizing in that way the pre

dominant position which these problems should occupy in the financial

policy of the country and the various aspects which would enable them to

find appropriate solutions, notably through the application of new techni

ques.

7. Participants to the Seminar endeavoured, on various topics, to make

recommendations which could be advantageously examined not only by

African Governments but also by the United Nations, the specialized

agencies? etc., for achieving the set objectives.

Organization and participation

8. The Seminar met in Kinshasa from 10-20 October 1967 at the Palais

de la Nation.

9. The Seminar was attended by officials representing five African

countries^An the sub-region. In addition, an observer was nominated

by the OGAM.

10. The Seminar was formally opened on 10 October 1967 by Fir. Paul

Mishiete, Minister of Finance (Democratic Republic of the Congo)J who
weloomed the participants and expressed the importance his country

attached to the Seminar. Mr. Andre Chafanel, consultant and Director of

the Seminar also read a message from Mr. R.K.A. Gardiner, Executive

Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa.-'

11. The Seminar elected Mr. Jean-Martin Monjobe (Democratic Republic

of the Congo) as Chairman, Mr. Hilaire Bounsana (Republic of the Congo)

as Vice-Chairman and Mr. Gaspard Wyabenda (Birundi) as rapporteur.

12. The provisional agenda recommended by the secretariat (E/CH.I4/HJD/8)

was amended and adopted in the following forms

l/ See Annex I.

2/ See Annex

3/ See Annex III.

II,
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AGENDA

■1. Opening of the Seminar

2. Election of officers

3. Adoption of the agenda and timetable

4. Recapitulation of the recommendations formulated at the

October I966 Addis Ababa Seminar

5i Major problems raised by the development of public finances

in Central Africa

6. Budget-planning relationship, co-ordination of the national

budgets and the national development plans

7, Budget procedures, research for possible improvements

8, Budgetary cxaasiiioa-cion in their various forms

9. Programme and performance budgeting

10. Budgetary presentation

11. Problems relating to budgetary deficit and public debt

12. Recommendations

13• Adoption of the report

13. Problems of budgetary deficit and public debt were considered by some

participants as delicate issues linked up with the political situations of

the countries in the sub-region. Without compromising the stand of parti

cipants, the Seminar discussed these problems along general lines.

14. Various documents prepared by the BCA secretariat and consultant

experts-' were submitted or distributed to participants, particularly

"Manual for economic and functional classification of government trans

actions" (ST/TAA/m/12)3 "Manual.for programme and performance budgeting"

(ST/TAO/SER.C<.75); "Guideline for the classification of government trans

actions by objects adapted to African countries" (E/CN.I4/HJD/2); "Guides

l/ See list o£ document in Annex IV,
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for the co-ordination of national budgets with national development

plans" (E/ci\M4/HJD/3)s "Budgetary systems and procedures of African

countries" (e/cH.14/BJD/4)| "Development in public financing in French-

speaking African countries'1 (E/CNe14/HJD/9).

15. Participants also submitted working papers on the lines set out in

the provisional agenda prepared by the ECA secretariat (e/C£T,14/hJD/8).

16. As to procedure of discussions, it was decided that each delegation

should present the budgetary system of its country. In the general dis

cussions on budgetary techniques, other participants or members of the

secretariat were invited to open the discussion in question.

17. The ECA was entrusted with the preparation of the final report.

18. After a few amendments made orally, the Seminar, at the.closing

session on 20 October 1967 adopted the draft report and its recommenda

tions. Then following the usual closing courtesies by the Seminar

Lireotor and the OCAM representative, the Chairman thanked the ECA

experts and secretariat for their co-operation and declared the Seminar

closed.

19. In Part II of this report a summary of the discussions is reproduced

and Part III contains the recommendations.
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'. ■ . -•■■ JART II

SJMMARY OF THE DISCUSSIONS

Item 4-> Implementation of the recommendations formulated at the

October ~Sj66 _Add_lg__ A^SJ^L "gininar

20. In applying r.ew budgetai-y techniques, the participants recognized

that some Governments hesitate because of all kinds of difficulties and

the time necessary fo? understanding and appreciating these new formulas.

It was recommended that those techniques must be disseminated to all the

politioal and administrative agencies.

Item 5» Major problems posed by the development, of public finances

in Central Africa

21. The financial situation of each country, presented in its broad out

lines, showed that financial charges have increased in huge proportions

under the effect of expenditure expansion and appears to be directly or

indirectly linked with the great movements of industrialization which is

progressing satisfactorily in Africa as well as with the raising of the

standard of liTLngj to such a point that public finances are breaking

seriously into the national revenue. This revenue must be fed by explor

ing and mobilizing all prospects of available receipts, necessitating

that the budgetary structures should be re-exanined periodically in rela

tion to the economic developments

Item 6. ^^j.io^ghip ^o_tT;7o_en_ tho rational budget and the national

plan

22. The participants recognized the need to establish close links between

the budget and the national development plan and pointed out that in some

countries, these links are often loose or almost absent* These links must

be strengthened between the planning and financial services so as to ensure

an effective implementation of the development programmes.
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Item 7. ^getary^^ouadarcsj research for possible improvements

23. The developing countries have to progress, but in Africa this pro

gress is being made, for mo;jt of them, within budgetary systems or pro

cedures which were devised many yaars ago to satisfy conditions very

different from thoc3 prevailing today* Well, experience shows that these

structures, these principles and procedures ox the past are no longer

adequate and that it is necessary to adapt them to suit specific needs

of the Countries in question.

24. It was noted indeed that in all these budgetary procedures, hardly

are the real needs for the propar adaptation of the services to tasks to

be performed are taken ir.to consideration? further, no endeavour is made

to improve the operating efficiency of the administrations.

25. There would be need to secu.ro a budgetary framework which would be

more or less permanent and facilitate the continuity of political action

for the entire central administrations. A precise legislation should

establish the procedures for opening, managing and supervising accountsj

this led participants to call for a higher statuj for the budget direc

torate within the ministry of finance.

Item 8. BuxJ3gej^^_^lass.-i.ficq-tipn3. in their various forms

26. For preparing these classifications, it was recommended to use the

nomenclatures prepared in Addis Ababa in October I966 (Doc. E/Off. 14/365)

and which ensured the homogeneity of the items with regard to the economic

functions and economic nature of the transactions.

27. In brief, the recommendations formulated after the interchange of

views, aim at improving budgetary nomenclatures, specifying their meanings,

making complete the information they provide, indicating the best methods

for formulating an economic and functional budget, and an accurate draw

ing up of accour^a f ;r tho public cootcr.v
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Item 9. Programme and performance budgeting

28. The techniques of programme and performance budgeting are most cer

tainly new methods of budgetary administration and management which the

countries in the sub-region should study thoroughly,

29. The Seminar recommended that the Soonoraic Commission for Africa

should be responsible for propagating the new methods within the sub-

region.

Item 10. Budgetary presentation

30. It was recognized that the two major frameworks of current and

capital transactions are often impinged for various reasons, for instance,

the existence of a single budget or the nature of the second limited to

investments or even capital.

31. The Seminar highly recommended the preparation of two budgets (or

two parts within a same budget)} one devoted solely to current transac

tions and the other to capital transactions.

Item II. Problem of budgetary deficit and public debt

A. Budgetary deficit

32. The Seminar noted that the budgets of most African countries are in

very serious budgetary fix. In a continent like Africa, with its young

economy, the public finances are subject to increasingly severe pressure.

33. The various types of budgetary deficits and their economic and

financial impact were amply discussed.

34. A budgetary deadlock may be justifiable in a well-determined context,

as the budgetary equilibrium is only in reality one of many factors,

albeit important in a wider and more vitally necessary context, the

general economic sad financial equilibrium.

35. However, if various stages have to be observed in the level of -

development for the application of such a policy, the general situation

of the Central African countries calls for circumspection as regards the
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recourse to these practices! "the latter should only be applied if

there are markets for savings and capitals as well as effective means

for economic and financial control.

36. The participants discussed the various techniques of financing

budgetary deficits, with particular reference to the following!

- increase in taxation

- recourse to loans

- budgetary economies

- resources of the treasury

- recourse to monetary procedures

- foreign aid.

37* The Seminar agreed that the application of these methods should be

accompanied by appropriate accounting techniques and measures for con

trolling the expenses including previsional analysis? furthermore, it

considered that the choices offered to the government can only be appre

ciated in terms of the overall objectives proposed to be achieved.

38. The role of the treasury as a banker in the financing of budgetary

deficits was extensively discussed. It was noted that the successful

operation of the treasury as caterer of funds is subordinated to a

rational organization of its relationship with its various correspondentss

local administrations, public administration establishments, industrial

and commercial concerns, public organizations, postal cheques, savings

banks and othersj likewise, it can endeavour to issue short-term bonds

(capital bonds and treasury bills).

39- In addition, the treasury in financing budgetary deficits, can rely-

on the bank of issues this monetary co-operation, generally takes the

form of advances repayable on short or medium terms. However, the

recourse of the treasury to monetary procedure must '0(3 regulated so as

to be consistent with the exigencies of monetary stability and must be

applied under strict control.
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B. Public debt

40. As several participants showed a degree of prudence in discussing

debt problems, it was agreed to stick to a few theoretical aspects,. The

discussions were focussed on the following itemss

- inventory of various forms of indebtedness: need for a census

on debt and a well-defined procedure for underwriting the com

mitments which cause them?

- various forms of debt: external and internal^ related and un

related; unfunded and funded, etc»|

- research for a correlation between performance incomes permitted

by the use of borrowed funds and the charges and conditions for

repaying the latter5

- determining a limit to internal and external debt (for instance)

burdens of external debts with regard to exports, relationships,

national income, taxation pressure, current expenses, charges of

debt, etc,1

- formation and collection of savings.
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PART III

BECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation Ho» 1

41. The Seminar noted, the efforts "being made by various countries of the

Group to attain a "better analysis of government transactions. However,

the results are still modest and have hardly gone beyond the first step

towards functional classification which, besides, affects only the State

"budget, striotu sen3u.

42. The dilatoriness is due most certainly to all sorts of difficulties

and time required for understanding and appreciating the new formulas.

It is also due to various resistances of extravagant services used to a

certain budgetary framework which they are very reluctant to discard.

Not infrequently too, there is hesitancy within the financial services

themselves where the modern budgetary techniques have not yet found

their proper place,

43. The Seminar thought that there was need to disseminate widely these

techniques, not only to proven specialists, "but also to the political

and administrative officials as a whole, and particularly to senior

officials concerned with these problems.

44. It is for this reason that it recommended that some specialists

engaged in these problems be empowered by an interaational organization,

in the circumstances, the Economic Commission for Africa, to organize in

the various capitals, conferences on these problems, conferences to be

intended for political figures and senior officials as well as experts

from the various technical assistances.

45. Such conferences could be organized according to programmes drawn

up after consultation with all the countries within a same geographical

sector. Such conferences will involve only the travelling of one or

two lecturers, who will be expected to stay for about a week in each

country to explain to officials the importance and the methods of new

techniques.
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Recommendation Ho. 2

46. The Seminar noted with particular interest the decision taken by

member countries in the sub-region to allot by permanent legislative

provisions a certain percentage of its regular revenue to investment

expenditure.

41% Such a provision is of interest in several ways. It makes it pos

sible, on one hand, to limit the level of unproductive expenditure, on

the other hand, it calls for research and mobilization of all the pro

spects of income that can be offered. The Group saw in that a method

of a healthy budgetary discipline which is beneficial to development

and calls on Governments in the sub-region to study the possibility of

taking similar steps.

Recommendation No. 3

48. The Seminar noted that as development takes firm roots, the structure

of government revenues and expenditure are also undergoing changes; when

tbd national income is heavy the revenue is derived mostly from taxes on

foreign trade, whilst the charges are mainly made up of, expenditures

attendant upon sovereignty and general administration expenditures; when

the income is high, new sources of revenue appear (consumption tax,

income tax, etc.), and an expansion of social, then economic expenses

takes place.

49* The Seminar therefore considered that the budgetary structures must

not remain static, but must be reviewed periodically with regard to the

economic development situation, so as to be fully aware of any possi

bilities of new incomes and to gear the expenditure towards productive

objectives.

Reoommendation No. 4

50, The Seminar stressed the importance of foreign aids in supporting,

the development of the African countries. However, these are only of

value and of significance in so far as they are devoted to productive

investments and not to operative expenditures.
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51. The Seminar considered that it was important to uae profitably

foreign aicL, for any deviation, in addition to the countless anomalies

it entails, reflects unavoidably a laxity in the budgetary discipline

required for a genuine effort towards development. The Seminar urged

the States of the Group to onsure a rational utilization of foreign aid.

Recommendation No. 5

52. The Seminar recognized that the success of the economic development

plans regarding the public sector depends very largely on the quality of

existing links between bodies responsible for planning and those in

oharge of finance,

53. It noted then that, very often, the links existing between the

plan and the financial services, more particularly the budget, are very

loose. It considered it essential that they should be organized and

not be subjected, to administrative vicissitudes and risks of evolution.

At the moment, they are never organized systematically and in most cases,

they have an episodic or.fragmentary character which makes them uncertain.

54. Most certainly, several formulas are conceivable^ just figure that

tha plan is under the ministry of finance, a special department, an

organization or a commissioner's office attached to the premier's or

the president's office. Eaoh of these formulas have obviously some

advantages and risks. It is rather important to establish an active

and permanent co-operation between the plan and the finance*

55v The financial services should primarily participate- in the formula

tion- of the plan. Indeed, it is at this stage that they could assess ,

the entire revenue to be expected for its implementation, as well as its

commitments and recurrent charges. This knowledge should enable them to.

prepare in advance the mobilisation of the entire resources and to estab

lish the facilities for utilizing the equipment installed.

56. During the execution of the various projects the plan - finance

relationship is less hazardous. If the financial burdens of the said

projects (costs, commitments, recurrent charges) are estimated by the
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plan services alone, the finance services are generally kept informed

about them» This information becomes even systematic, if it concerns ■•

transactions pertaining to loan, as any fixed commitment could only be

made on the a&vios of the ministry of finance,, On the other hand, the

achievements which hsve resulted from voluntary efforts are not always

brought to the notice" of the financial services, despite the implica

tions which they can involve: running expenses and maintenance expenses,

etc. _ . , ■

57, The Seminar considered the strengthening of the links between the

planning and tlie financial services as a basic and pressing need fox the

successful implementation cf development programmes. PUrther it recom

mended particularly that the least be made for improving these links and

organizing .them on a systematic basis*

Recommendation' Sg^; ■ - ' --1 ■ ■ . - . ■ ... ., j , ■■■■'-..■■.■

58. The harmonization of the plan and tEe budget presuppbses a common' v

terminology and homogeneous structures. Whenever a development budget ..

is therefore "bains pro-pared., it will be necessary to remould at the same

time:the budgetary.structures.and nomenclature, if its implementation is

to be..successfully ensured,. Tho Seminar considered that suoh an enter

prise can only be successfully carried out by a joint working party of

planners and budget officialst

59» The sucoeae cf the- planning- further supposes very well-organized

budget services, within the imjor gcvernment departments, branches

specialized in planning: and programming work, ensuring thus a permanent "'

link between the budget and the plan.

Recommendation ffTco 7 - . -

60e {Hie ' Seminar noted that the need to incorporate in the plan all

investments transactions, whatever'.be the nature and the origin of t.be ,

financing, should bo- stressed; As a plan.is by definition a coherent

mass, any laxity in the control of transactions being affeoted without; -..

its c6-operctior3 ecu Id jeopardizt the equilibrium. ■.
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61. If foreign aids are particularly intended for supporting develop

ment programmes, they still need to maintain projects set out in the

plan by avoiding to be involved in autonomous activities often extra

vagant and which are likely to disturb the successful implementation

of the projects.

Recommendation No. 8

62. The Seminar noted that the planning services are inadequately

staffed with economists and financing personnel. New efforts should

be made to train planners, and the Seminar recommended that governments

should increasingly rely on the rn&P (African Institute for tioonomic

Development and Planning) in Dakar.

Recommendation No* 9

63. Most of the participants to the Seminar were of the opinion that

it was highly desirable to organize control procedures for the physical

execution of the plan. Without deciding on the judicial nature as well

as the terms and conditions of these control procedures, they considered

that they should at least be embodied, at the end of the financial year,

in a comprehensive report on the progress of the plan.

Recommendation Ho. 10

64. The participants noted that the preparation of the budget, just like

its implementation, remains at the moment a routine affair. The proposals

made by the services are related to those of the previous financial year

which are increased systematically whereas the budget directorate merely

endeavours to limit the annual rate of new appropriations. Its execu

tion is also effected mechanically, each service endeavouring to exhaust

its appropriations before the end of the fiscal year and the supervision

remains purely on accounting basis. Finally the results are presented

in the form of general balanced sheets strictly financial.

65. In all these budgetary procedures, considerations are hardly given

to the real needs, or the good adaptation of the services to be performed

neither is any endeavour made for the improvement of the operational

efficiency of administration.
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66.. The Seminar suggested that the preparation and the implementation

of the budget should be made judiciously and dynamically by discarding

outmoded routines, by dealing with the efficiency of creditss by re-

examining eventually the structures and methods, in such a way as to

satisfy the real needs of the country, by making the budget an instru

ment of development and not a mere document of financial estimates and

accounting control.

Recommendation No. 11

67. The Seminar noted that the pattern of budgeting varies at times

according to the general financial situation, some services being

included or omitted in the budget according to the degree of manoeuvra

bility offered, by the public finances. The Seminar considered such

fluctuations detrimental not only to providing complete information to

the public authorities but also a sound financial management,

68. - The Seminar therefore considered that there was need to secure a

pattern of budgeting which would be more or less permanent and facilitate

the continuity of political action for the entire central administration.

It stressed that such an organization and continuity in the structures

should not stand in the way of the dynamism recommended previously but

should on the contrary give it its full importance by promoting research for

a constant adaptation of the facilities to the development targets.

69« Activities not pertaining to the budget should be limited to that

for which the budgetary procedures are too tight and whose nature justifies

a "certain degree of autonomy in its management. At any rate, a specific

"regulation should "establish procedures for opening, managing, supervising

and closing the accounts.

Recommendation No, 12

70. Without disregarding the control required for the effeotive applica

tion of budgetary and accounting regulations, the Seminar recommended

that a greater attention be accorded to the appraisal of the efficiency

and the output of the services.
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71. These notions-which are «omewha-fc new are occupying their proper

place in the developing countries. It is therefore necessary and

urgent that at all levels, during the preparation, implementation and

the control of the budget, the public and the administrative authorities

should ensure that they are profitably and efficiently utilized.

Recommendation Ho. 13

72. The continuous existence of outmoded structures not readapted to

the needs of independent Afrioan countries is reflected for some in the

low status given to the budget directorate. Often, this directorate is

under a general management which is the usual intermediary between the

director of the budget and the minister. The proper place to be given

to the budget directorate in the developing countries is incompatible

with such a structure whioh is not found any where in the industrialized

countries where there are also problems but less Berious.

73. Convinced that a reform according a higher status to the budget

secretariat is the necessary prerequisite to a genuine progress, the

Seminar suggested that this directorate should become an important

service within the ministry of finance.

74. B\irthermore, the Seminar considered that a study by the Economic

Commission for Africa on conditions for the formulation of a standard

organization chart will be a promising step.

Recommendation Ho? 14

75. Considering the budgetary structures of the Central African countries

and the conditions required for good economic and funotional classifica

tions of government transactions, the Seminar stressed that the latter

should be prepared and annexed to the budget document itself.

76. For preparing the classification, it recommended the use of nomen

clatures prepared in Addis Ababa and whioh ensured the homogeneity of

the items with regard to the economic functions and nature of the opera

tions.
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77- It considered that the most practical and rational

P^ing these classifications was. |o pair the. budgetary terms with a

system of codification by identifying- each item compared with the

getary classification. ,„,.,- ,: ......

78. The budgetary services must ensure quite particularly a "c£mpie"te '

correct designation of ,^te,ms and .their ^pmo^Etneity, each one .containtog

°?}? "transactions of the^ same nature conc&rnXm- a? same function and a <

vigorous codification, :. . r . . - . -,. . . ■.-l-- ■ .

Recommendation No. lj> -..■ , . .... .

79- The Seminar noting that the budgets include always a. distribution

of credits by institutions,, administrative units,-financial nature and

by objects recommended that these budgets >e completed to satisfy

planning needs, through the distribution ;in,;the .programmes, activities

and projects which seem feasible, without posing, inmany ,oase^,

serious difficulties,,

80. Ifvthis opexrartion is beset by serious obstacles, if boul^be

least maintained for the capital or investment budget;. . --0 ■ -t■■■;>

RecommendationT Up. 16

81. The .S^si^r considered that-an exact classification of transaotibna

included in the budget would benefit from a similar record in'the books

of the organizations which comprise the public sector*

82• /,i?9e^M« QBtl^cit --ttiged that suitable budgetary framework and account-

,¥1&'&;&n% te^iti&41«^: for the principal categories of bodies in question,

public administrative establishments,, industrial and corameroical enter-.',

prises, semi--pub.lic, organizations and national companies, -:o ,!■

83. The .Semnarxrecognized the ueefUlnfeas of prejiaring cbneolida^ii J L "

accounts of the public sector as a whole and stressed- thVi-importance

of su°(?-a work to.ithe..g'o^ern'fefl^ In order to enlighten. :fUll^: the -;
activity of the latter, the Semipar_ cp^sidered it necessary to-empower ao

a particular organization with the, preparation of thesepublic accounts.

This body could be either a specialized service within the ministry of

finance, or the central statistical service*
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84. The Seminar showed interest in programme- and performance budgets.

It considered that as they are new methods of "budgetary administration

and management, they should be thoroughly studied by countries in the

sub-region. ■ ■.-•_;■■■;■•.;■ <■.: " ■ ■ ■ ■

85. l ^0 this end, it laid emphasis on the need to disseminate these

techniques and recommended thaif Vhe Eoonomic Commission for Africa should

undertake to ensure this dissemination in the countries of the sub-region.

Recommendation No» 18 -

86;^¥he ^Seminarnotedthat"'thV method of budget programme constitutes

a technique required for the establishment of a rational co-ordination

of the development plan and the capital budget and recommended its use

in the countries of the sub-regiohc Juriherinore, it advocated that

some elements of performance budgeting concerning measures of units

of work and end-products should be used for purposes of controlling

the implementation.of the projects set out in the development plan.

Recommendation No<» 19

87. The Seminar recognized that budgets in African countries mostly

show aopersistent trend to deficit. This budgetary equilibrium must .

be:iwithin tolerate -"Mmita, ■■-.. .:... ..■■..■ . . *-:-""''"t;

88. The Seminar re6ommehded that all efforts she-Id be madi to maintain'"

within-these limits, particularly through the application.of budgetary,

measures described.above and the mobilization of all axploitable resources.

89. The Senifnar recognized that it was not essential to balance

vigorously and permari&itl^ the budget, and that general financial

equiliisiHUffilfaffiSf^ more./considerable importance than the budgetary

equilibrium strictu sensiu ■■■■< - : : ■-'

90. It seemed however that suoh a step must be oalculated| iLt supposes

on the other hand, a vigorous control of all the elements concerned with

the economic arid' general financial equilibrium*
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91* The Seminar considered that the methods for financing budgetary

deficits should be adopted to conditions suitable to eaoh country*

92. The participants stressed the need to deploy all available facili

ties for developing the formation and collection of savings*

Recommendation Ho. 20

93. The Seminar considered that the Eoonomic Commission for Afrioa

should contact member Governments to work out conditions for a general

study on problems of public debt.

Recommendation No. 21

94» At the olose of the Seminar, the participants and the ECA secretariat

conveyed their sincere thanks to the Government of the Democratic Republic

of the Congo for the warm and fraternal weloome accorded them.

95* They expressed their sinoere gratitude for the generous and well-

appreoiated assistance that contributed in making the Seminar a success.
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Inspecteur &u Budget

CENTRAL AFRICAN EfiHIBLIC

M< Antoine Darlan

Directeur du Budget, a«i«

RSHJBUC OF Tm CONGO

M. Hi laire Bounsana

ContrSleur finanoier

IEMOCRATIC REHJBLIC OF THE CONGO

M. Jean-Jfiartin Monijobe "' " '
Direoteu??

Minist&re des Finances, Budget et ^

M. Henri-Constant Bile

Sous—Direoteur au secretariat general

Ministere des Finances, Budget et portefeuille

M, Joseph Matu

Sou s-Direotear

Ministere des Finances, Budget et portefeuille

M, Fran9ois Kazadi

Chef de Bireau

Ministere des Finances, Budget et portefeuille

M, Batatshi M'Buyi

Chef de Bureau

Ministers des Finances, Budget et portefeuille

M. Jude-Thadee Malu

Jiiconomiste

Centre de reoherches de l'Ecole nationale

d'administration (SNA)

GABON

M. Pierre Boutamba

Administrateur civil

Direoteur adjoint des finances
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OCAM

M. Mastapha N!Diaye ,,.......■.",..,,.

Chef "'" """" ' ''
Service adminietratif et financier

M. A. Chafanel (Prance) '■■:■ ,. -,... ■ ■■, -.,, ,_

Inspecteur des finances

(Director of the Seminar) '- '- . ' -... J :V

M. Eidha Zribi (Tunisia) '■'■-» -»■ = ,;
Chef de service du Badget •■• - ■'■■ . ,. ■ ■■:■■<;

Secretariat d'Etat au Plan
et S l'economie nationale ■■ '-...■: ; ■ .,.:_,■ ;.

■■.■; . ..''■■■ ■--] ■ r ;■
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA ._■.. ... , . ' , ,,

M. Sylvain J. Bauna

Administrateur adjoint des affaires ■eoattomxtmes ■■-,. -. ,■.,.>,

Monetary and Fiscal Section L , r (1 __.-,. , ,, .

(Addis Abaha) '
(Secretary to the ■3eteLriar)L. . :; ■ -. ■ u . . tr.'^- -. ; .... .. .•' . ^' >T .
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STATEMENT BY THE MINISTER OF FINANCE

~;■"-■'' """ '■'■'"'■ v-DEMOCRATIC REHJB1IC OF"THE' CONGO

^•..Chairman and. Relegates,. ; .,...- ..■..,. ;... ■ -: ..■■:■■

-; Ori';the ^ctcdasion of the :bpening of this meeting on budget planning

and- ma^getterit reconvened" by the''Eoohoniic Commissibn for Africa, lam "

particularly happy to welcome you to Kinshasa, on behalf of the Congolese

;and on my-own behalf * = . ;. :„;

ih alsb a Wihgularr honour for us^ for the first titoe in the" '"

P^pitar, to opeii a: Seminar of" tnis kind.' We very much appre-

odate-iha fact -that although you' are so' busy^ in your res-pecti^ countries ■

espefbially/a^^hie-time when-most of us7 Ire preparing our budge? estimates

for t^tfotoing yearr^oO. have acbepiied the ComMssiOn*s"ihvitatibn to'raeet
in Kinshasa. • -■ 'i:

■J"We kl'sh to express btir sincere^ thanks to the ;£xecutive Secretary, the

members ■■ of -the sedr^tafiat^ofntne Economic Commission for Africa and" the

Director^ -the^CA Sub^fegional :Office for"Central Africa,' as well as "

all -h^;'Colleagues ^or cthe opportunity offered to senior officials respon

sible for" the '-pr^paratibn ^d'Hhe supelrvision' of national budgets, to :

discuss their current problems, exchange views which: they have gained'

s:ince the last meeting, held.a* -A^dis 'Ababa in 1966y and to acquaint them

selves wij;h:;mode-rn:,l^dge,tary techn.itiues* r ... : - „ •

The.. obse,r-5(at-ipn;: ha.s _t>epn made;rthat any formulation of financial

polipy,.requires ^ thprqugli examina^ipn of th&r effects of public ^evsniie

..and ezpendij^rerfoUow©.;d by a.^opiplete analysis of results of the ' -- L - ■

finanoial,act4yj.^es1-upon,.wjiioh the -State has embarked. To do. this, ->•>.

the appropriate means are Readily .available in the traditional practice:,
of a budget.

vo

.,A:;first-step in,,.the formulation of this policy would be to adapt

the budgetary framework to the pursued objectives and the extent Of the

different budget balances and the state of the revenue and expenditure.
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But everyone knows that in our deve}&ping countries, the information

provided by the budget is often limited.

Most of the African eountriesjstill operate 0^ the basis of bud

getary systems and procedures which were adopted many years ago and

which satisfied conditions very different from those prevailing today.

The, classical concept which.aimed,:?at controlling.expenditure accounts

is now outmoj&edj. $b& /bu<3&et mus:t be an. instrument, of fiscal policy and

of £eve3,o|»ment -planning* .. ...:_ __ . . ,,■ ^ "

Instead of being merely' -the financial instrument whereby the "legis

lative.- controls Jtfce, executive -.1 think. cthe budget must be eo designed

as to^enajil&,,jiie national assembly and public opinion *o appreoiate to

the uimoj^ functions performjafi^by tl» public,authorities, the output of

. the services rendered by the State,;as-.regards;oo;sta and the principal

directions-in which,."the^cgnoieio fufiGtions of-t^^St^^,.in a modem

society are exercised. .«;; ::.sa^: *tj.

in>tiie ^.gios have to faee^^w responsibilities

auira^; not only that the

State rs&ould ea-^Tjlish..$he jb^sic Jecpno^4q;.and,JSQ^i,a;l, jnfrastrjicturesr :.

^%^^Q..j-^t,it,:^hQuld.:par-ticipat^ ^dire^tly ij^, the production process,

if ,^riya,te j^ii-tti^ve, is.,lacking j(>^4iiadegu§ter,,:q^-..whenever an

sector of the economy, is^ attacked, :.;r : i: /.., ;,

ift,, Thl-is- unprecedented ^xpansibtf of: rgoverhmeittal activity entails

mental changes in the scope and -the-;verjr: niatur^^-o^-^ublic expenditure.'

-For the success o^f rAfric^i; development plartE",k it is iherefore

important'to ensure hW only a more Wtibhal moMiization of intern^T

and external financial resources for-^>laiihing Economic and social -develop

ment-^ but also a more effective' cotitrbl: over the0 distribution and allotja-

tiWof the entire available inteimal resburoes.

To achieve this aim, the Governments should modernize and improve

their^-feudgetary systems and pr&bedures,^ and design the budget so that

itbecomes a more efficient'instrument for development.

in th,e ecpnomic, and, social ,fie,ld,»_ This task
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However, it must be admitted that the developing countries do not

initially have a solid "base on which modern techniques can be established,

Hit, however unfavourable such a situation may be, we must not allow it

to discourage usc

Mr* Chairman, the delegates from various countries to this Seminar

are professional men vho are all actively engaged in budget planning

and management, in eocnomic planning or in statistical work. They there

fore possess experience particularly valuable to national planning and

developmento

last year in Addis Ababa, the seminar on budget planning and manage

ment whoso ma:n •; .::r: was budgetary systems and procedures in the African

countries, discuss-ad the following items;

- relationship between the national development plan and the na

tional budge tj

- classification if budgetary transactions for improving the utility

of the budget as en instrument of planning, fiscal policy and

financial managements

- techniques of pi*ogvamne and performance "budgeting!

- development of public accounts in the African countries,

Tou now have tho opportunity to examine together here in Kinshasa

the progress already mcido k£ the difficulties me. in adapting these

modern techn^uac of bud-Gf.s-.-y planning and management.

We hope that this Seminar will not confine itself merely to exchang

ing views but will zl.30 be the starting point for a move among African

countries towards the modernisation and improvement of budgetary methods.

We wish the participate every success in their deliberations and a

happy stay in Kinshasa,
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i

' ! EXECUTIVESECRETARY OP THE ECO&CMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA ■ f r-

On behalf of the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for
■: ■ . ■■- ■.. . o^o-y

Africa I should first like to welcome all participants to this Seminar

on Budget'Piahriirie and Managements ' ■ r ■

I should like to thank the people, the Government and the President

of the Democratic Republic of the Congo for the efforts they have made

to make this meeting possible and for the warm welcome that they have

given us.

This sub-regional meeting is being- held pursuant to one of the

recommendations made at the all-African seminar on this subject which

was held exactly a year ago at Addis Ababa,

The participants in that seminar testified to the fresh interest in

the acceleration of progress in budgeting techniques in Africa. They also

decided that a second seminar should be organized in two years (i«e» in

1968.) for the region as a whole in order to analyse the progress achieved

and provide a new opportunity for a wi.der exchange of experience.

As :part pf the preparations fop .the. 19;6S- sem^ar, thej isecreitariat of

the Eoonomic Commission for Africa ;is npw offering senior; officials in, , :

charge of the preparation and oontrol of budgets in, the Central African , 0

sub—region an opportunity to discuss together the problems that are doubt—

less raised by the attempt of each oountry to implement the Addis Ababa

reoommendations and the solutions to ijheee problems, which have' been "

found effica'cious in differen't countries, , •

African financial administrations certainly have- to face new problems,

in their attempt to adapt their systems to the *equiremen[ts of diversifying

and developing their economies. These problems are, however,0'Very is'imilar'

in every country ana have also faced oth^r governments outside I^hie Region-

in jfcheir attempts, at budgetary reform., T ■■■■::-::-.■•'■*•■■;H

■-.■j-r-
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Some might claim that it is premature to take stock of results

after one year. But one cannot ignore the fact that recasting budgetary

systems in .Africa, most ;of which-are inherited, from -the colonial past,

is a long-term undertaking. Adaptation to new techniques must be

approaohed in several stages.

It is the need to tackle the job by stages and to assess results

at each stage before moving on that has led the Economic Commission for

Africa' to adjust itS! programme of work and to break this programme up

into various seminars, training courses, and missions of experts to

member Governments that expressly desire them.

Obviously, we cannot find the answers to all our problems in eleven

days* But this Seminar has been organized by the Economic Commission for

Africa so as to give you an opportunity to compare the results or your

manifold experiences in this field and to take stock of your needs for "

the; future in the field of budgetary reform. . ■ ^ ■='

It is for that reason, and also so that your discussions may have

a practical character and be genuinely directed towards problems peculiar

to Africa, that I shall propose that the participants themselves should

take the leading part in the discussion of the subjects on the agenda.

Our advisers will then give participants in the Seminar the.benefit of

the inexperience in working out solutions to fit their specific _local

conditions and problems*

The meeting beginning today has two great themes;

- the implementation of the recommendations, formulated at Addis Ababa5

- study of the public finance ..situation in,Central Africa. :.; .^ .

The first,part;of the Seminar, will review the progress made since

the seminar of October l?^ in introducing the techniques of programme^ ,

and performance budgeting, and new conceptions of the relationship ,

between national budgets and, national development plans. .... ,

The discussions will probably enable all the delegations present to

establish a reasonable programme of budgetary reform, which will then have

to be referred to each of the Governments for consideration and implementa

tion.
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In the second part of the Seminar, an analysis will be made of

recent trends and the present public finance situation in each partici

pating country.

Public finance in Africa, with its young economy, is subject to

increasingly severe pressure and shows a persistent trend to deficits.

This pressure may be explained by means of complex economic concepts and

political and social considerations that vary from one country to another.

It is difficult to generalize, but it nevertheless seems valuable -

although perhaps somewhat bold - to try to discover by explanation and

analysis the various factors that cause the sometimes very marked fluc

tuations in the two familiar elements of the budget - revenue and expendi

ture.

This search for causes should lead to a second one, because the gap

noted between the revenue and expenditure of the State calls for effective

solutions. These solutions are a question of "budget strategy, the main

role of which is to bridge the gap so as to achieve that degree of bud

getary equilibrium which is required for orderly progress towards national

advancement.

Most of the working documents for this Seminar are those used at the

Addis Ababa seminar,

Mother document (E/CIM4/HJD/9) entitled "Public finances in French-

speaking African countries" is, however, being added to the list. This

document emphasizes certain major problems raised by the development of

public finance in a growing economy and traces some techniques relative

to the budget gap.

In the conferences, symposia and seminars which seem to follow each

other in Africa, it has now fortunately become the practice to try and

arrive at practical recommendations. But to expect definite results, it

will be necessary to study the ways of continuing this dialogue so as to

make it a standing practice to exchange information and experience and to

engage in other forms of co-operation between the financial administrations

of neighbouring African countries.
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- . . ■- : ,.:.i.. LIST OP DOCUMENTS ., ;- v^

&*h2l ■:: -, -.■.•.:.;i. .s l •:; := .Title ' , ■ -.. . Language

A. Documenta prepared by the secretariat

E/CM.U/HJD/8 Provisional agenda '...'-,.. F

E/OT.I4/HJD/BTP/6 Information for participants . . . • ,. F

^/CS914/BJD./lm/7;:-:._: List of documents . .. ■■■■,,+ - . ..; ,v , V - p

E/CN.U/HJD/BfF/8 ;" Timetable of work , . =.^ .--"i:.'^--- ^ | p

E/CN*14/HJD/9 Public finances in Jrench-speaking
African countries-.. ;-.o.---" ,;^^ ^or^ia:^ .' . . i?

B. Introduotory lectures .on agenda Items- y-..vY

1- Recapitulation of: the recommendations formilated at the
Seminar, on .Bidget Planning and Management (E/CH.14/365)

■ryiield in. Addis Ababa,, from 3-13 October. 1966, by S. Bauna . F

2. Major problems raised by-the. development .of publia ,.::\ . . \. ..: \
finances, ini Africa-, by, S, Bauna .... . . . . p

3. ■'Relationship between the development" plan and the State
budget, by Mr, Hidha-Zribi o F

4- Bidget rrplanirelaticnsiapj by.Mr* A. Chafanel ... p '

5- Bzdgetary procedures, by Mro A. Chafanel p

:'-c ' -'■■- ■■' ■ --v - . ■■- •- ■ ■ - ■" . ■'.-' ::'•■■■.'.*:>■■;■;
6. Problems: of budgetary classifications and management in

the developing" countries, by Mr0 A.. Chafanel .... p

7. Techniques of programme and performance budgeting,
\ty Mr. SidhSibi

8. Improvea^tt of .budgetary terminology,, by Jfau A. Chafanel1 .^:\ ..Pr0
r,',.. ,.i -..:.r ... , . .^ ' '

9. r.&idgetary deficits and their financing, by S. Bauna . # p

,:SubmH>ted.,by participants-::_. . ,,l\s ,:■;,

1. /.Bidgetary. systems and procedures in the Republic of
Birundi, by Mr, Go Hyabenda 0 p

2. Development of public finances in the Republic of
Burundi, by Mr0 G. ffyabenda p
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Symbol Title

3. Budget policy and procedures in the Republic of the Cong6

^ raised by the evolution of public finances in

the Republic of the Congo, by IVL*. H. Boussana . •

5. .-Development of budgetary systems and procedures in the

^ S
p

^Central African

y

I96O-66, by Mr. A, Darlan
v_ \ ..'i

F

F

F

6, .Study on the development of budgetary systems and prooe-

"dures in'the'Democratic Republic of the Congo (1960-67)>
>&y the participants of the Democratic--Republic of the

Congo ■ Vr'-'-ac'y-''"''; ^ * ' *'" "■'' * "' *'" * " *'"\'

D, 'Information "and 'background documents

Manual-for economic and functional

.,., .L .. ;. classification of government.trsnsao-

. -\.-\ v r ' tionsy prepared by tt^e,,fiscaX and
■ ^~x'1 ' financial branch sof"the Department of

' Eoonomic arid Social Affairs • . .

Manual for programme and perfprmanoe „.„,

bufigetiiigj prepared "by the 'fi'soal ancf
financial breach of. the... Depa^troen^ of r .

Economic and Social Af^i E/F '

Sr/TAO/SBR.0/53 Report, of the workshop on budgetary

classification and management in Africa,

Addis Ababa, 196!,..-. , . . . .,_:.. .,

,tiieport of

'"'JibX

workshop ,pn,

pip.Xemp of"^^j
management" in a.eve~ioping~ countries,

E/CN.l4/HJl)/7 Budgetary planning and management

Budgetar/ system and procedures,

■is ■-'
cula-ted by the: secretariat .tp, .a

member' countries . • •

E/F

E/F

IBRW.2/L.6 Manual "£or government aooouniing prepared
H r)3y._ the fiscal and financial branclj. pf tl^,

' Ox' Department of Economic and Sooi's^ Affairs




